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Tillspets,
A blindfolded acrobat of the "Magic Revue" team takes a
daring leap through a blazing hoop lined with swords.
Optics program offered
by Tom Kowalski
Starting in the fall of 1985 Rose-
Hulman will offer a master's
program in applied optics. An
outgrowth of the minor in
applied optics already offered at
Rose, it will be a two-year
program requiring 36 hours of
credit including 5 required
courses never before offered at
Rose. In addition, a master's
level thesis will be required.
The decision to initiate the
program was based on the huge
demand in industry for personnel
with a broad background and
qualified in the field of applied
optics. According to Professor
Ditteon of the physics
department, who has worked in
industry, "Only a half dozen or
so colleges have any optics
program at all, and this may be
the only master's program in the
United States. A graduate with a
master's degree in applied optics
would draw abut the same salary
as someone with a PhD."
The physics department is
presently expanding its facilities
for the optics program. Last
summer the laser lab was
completed, a special optics lab is
included in the plans for the
renovation of the C and D
sections of Moench Hall, and
there is even talk of an "optics
center" for the future.
Students interested and
wanting more information about
this program can contact anyone
of the following: Dr. Khorana,
Dr. Bunch, Di. Ditteon, Dr.
Wagner or Dr. Maloney.
Weigel is Maness recipient
by Bill Bradford
Senior Chemistry student John
Weigel has been named the first
recipient of the Roger Maness
Memorial Scholarship.
Weigel lives in Jasper, Ind.,
has a grade point average of 3.98
and was selected for this
scholarship by the Chemistry
faculty on the basis of academic
performance, community
service and professional
attitude. Weigel is the president
of the Rose-Hulman Glee Club
and often plays the organ at the
Terre Haute World Gospel
Church.
The award is a one-year, $2,000
scholarship in honor of 1983 Rose
graduate and valedictorian
Roger Maness, who was killed in
an auto accident during his first
year of graduate school.
"I'm very honored to receive
the scholarship," said Weigel.
"It was certainly unexpeced. It
is a particularly great honor in
light of the tremendous respect
held for Roger Maness by his
classmates."
In the future, the scholarship
will be awarded in the spring for
an amount equal to one third the
cost of the following year's
tuition. It will go to a junior or
senior studying either chemistry
or chemical engineering, and he
will be selected by the chemistry
faculty.
Sundheimer receives scholarship
Michael L. Sundheimer, a The Society also awarded a
senior physics major at Rose- $1,200 educational grant to the
Hulman, has been honored as the college's Department of
only undergraduate student to Physics. The funds will be used
receive a scholarship in national to purchase equipment for use in
competition sponsored by the the department's applied optics
Society of Photo-Optical programs.
Instrumentation Engineers.
Sundheimer, of Warsaw, Recently, the Rose-Hulman
received a $1,500 award and Board of Managers gave
plans to pursue a graduate approval to begin a graduate
degree in integrated optics. He program in applied optics
was honored for his academic beginning with the fall term,
excellence which includes his 1985. Rose-Hulman currently
achievements in optics-related offers an undergraduate minor
courses at Rose-Hulman. in applied optics.
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"Magic Revue" will perform
The Chinese Magic Review of
Taiwan, a new group of 18 stellar
performers (mostly from
Taiwan's eminent acrobatic
family, the Changs), will
perform Sunday afternoon, Dec.
9, in Shook Fieldhouse.
This show, consisting of the
impressive Golden Dragon
Dance, the Ribbon Dance, Kung
Fu, and feats of balancing,
juggling, magic and comedy, is
certain to delight young and old
alike.
Some other featured acts are
the Double Tower of Chairs, the
"Crowded" Bicycle, the Human
Cascades, the Ring of Fire and
Rapiers, the Playful Lions, head
on head balancing, feet for
hands, the magic of
pickpocketing, Birds of a
Feather, spinning platters, and
the Chinese Tea "Ceremony."
All of these features are
produced with beautiful
costumes, choreography,
Chinese music, lights and
impressive stage props and
scenics effects.
Training to become one of the
members of the acrobatic team
of The Chinese Magic Revue of
Taiwan, currently thrilling
audiences around the country,
begins at an early age. It is, in
fact, a family affair, beginning
almost before the child can walk.
Those who watch their parents
contort, leap and sail through the
air from the time they are able
to see, obviously take it for
granted that they will, in time,
do the same — and they
invariably do.
Formal lessons and training
begin at the age of four or five,
when observation has already
become a fantastic teacher.
There are three schools for the
arts in Taipei, the first dealing
with Dance, the second with
Chinese Opera, and the third
with Acrobatics. Here the
children spend some four hours
each day going through their
paces, so that by the time they
reach the age of fourteen or
fifteen their art has become a
part of their daily lives and
virtually a second nature.
Second nature it certainly is to
Mr. Hai Ken Tsai, who is
responsible for directing and
leading The Chinese Magic
Revue of Taiwan, together with
his brothers Hai Ken Hsi and Hai
Ken Fou. The family name Hai is
synonymous with the physical
feats of daring and skill in
Taiwan. One of the most
breathless highlights of the show
— The Tower of Chairs — in
which four champagne bottles
are placed on a table, then the
acrobat proceeds to balance a
series of chairs on the bottle
necks until he is almost out of
sight, at which point the acrobat
does a one-handed vertical
handstand. The roar of applause
that greets the acrobat on his
return to a more normal position
is what entertainment is all
about.
Tree-decorating party is Saturday
The freshman class and the
Circle K Club will sponsor a
campus-wide Christmas celebra-
tion Saturday, Dec. 8. An entire
evening of activities has been
scheduled by the freshman class
and the Circle K Club in an
attempt to bring the "Rose-
Hulman Family" together in the
Christmas spirit.
The evening's activities will
get underway with a faculty,
staff and student reception in the
main dining room of the Student
Union at 6:30 p.m. Refreshments
will be served during the recep-
tion, including a wide assortnient
of holiday cookies provided by
the Rose Wives Club. Hot
chocolate and fruit punch will
also be served.
At 7:00 p.m. the congregation
will move outside to the front of
Deming Hall for the tree lighting
and Christmas carols. The
Christmas tree will be decorated
with approximately 1000 feet of
lights and the aluminum can
chains entered in the can chain
contest.
Following the tree lighting the
varsity basketball team will kick
off their home season against
MacMurray College. The tip-off
is set for 7:30 p.m.
The whole idea for the celebra-
tion was started at a dinner for
the presidents of the campus
honor fraternities and service
clubs. Stories of the numerous
traditions that used to exist at
Rose were being told by some of
the alumni who now hold faculty
or staff positions. When students
inquired about reinitiating some
of these traditions, Dr. Hulbert
suggested decorating one of the
pine trees in front of Deming as
had been done several years
earlier. The freshnian class and
the Circle K jumped at the
suggestion and the tree
decorating idea has since ex-
panded to include a reception and
tree lighting ceremony. Chuck
Smith, co-coordinator of the
event along with Brett Repp, was
quick to point out, however, that
the groups involved were not
looking for recognition but simp-
ly wanted to provide some type of
Christmas activity for the Rose
Community.
"There are very few activities
where the whole campus has a
chance to get involved," said
Smith, "and we hope this Christ-
mas celebration will provide that
chance." Speaking on behalf of
the freshman class, Repp statO
that "the freshmen are fired up
this year so they should really get
involved with this."
It is hoped that the event will
become a Rose-Hulman tradition
to last long into the future. There
is also the possibility of expan-
ding the activity to directly in-
volve as many campus groups as
possible. Don't miss what should
be a great evening and the start
of another Rose-Hulman tradi-
tion.
Robots "learn" to see their way around
Engineers at Rose-Hulman
have successfully developed a
vision system for a small robot
that they say could expand the
machine's usefulness in industry
and eventually in our homes.
"Most robots that are simi-
lar to the model we are working
with are blind," noted Dr.
Donald Morin, professor of
mechanical engineering.
"Obviously that reduces the
robot's ability to perform," he
said.
Morin along with graduate
student Ernest Grube, of
Indianapolis, have been working
on the study for the past two
years. Their research has
utilized a small robotic version
of the human arm.
"Our system enables the robot
to see one object, determine its
size and location within an area
approximately 6 inches by 12
inches," says Morin, who
teaches classes in robotics
engineering and microcomputer
applications.
According to Grube, an
important factor in the study
was the development of
computer software and logic
that was needed to provide the
robot with a brain.
Two computers were used to
provide the robot's thinking
process. Data is analyzed by one
computer which determines
where the object is in relation to
the robot, its size and its
orientation to the robot. The
information is then transferred
to a second computer which
sends a command to the robot to
find, retrieve and deposit the
object in a specified location.
"We are trying to develop a
vision system that would be
inexpensive as compared to the
$30,000 or W,000 systems that
are currently being used," Morin
explained. "Our goal is to
develop a system that would cost
$2,000."
Despite the fact that their
study has shown results, Morin
and Grube both emphasize that
their research is still
preliminary.
"We're in the stone age in
regard to the development of this
system," Morin noted. "We
would like to develop vision
capabilities that would allow the
robot to retrieve more than one
object at a time," Morin noted.
He believes the vision system
could be improved by putting the
instrument for sight on the
robot's limbs rather than trying
to imitate the human anatomy.
"It is interesting that almost
all robots being developed
resemble humans. I think it's
time to take a look at putting a
vision system on what would be
equivalent to a human's fingers,
rather than always thinking of a
location on the robot that is
similar to the location of human
eyes," Morin suggested.
Grube, who has a bachelor's
degree in mechanical
engineering from Rose-Hulman
and hopes to work in the area of
computer based automation,
says a goal is to enable a robot to
pick up an object that is only
partially in the machine's area
of vision.
"Vision systems for robots
would increase its uses on
assembly lines, in the area of
quality control and other
automated situations," says
Grube, who will use the research
as the topic of his master's
thesis.
The robot of the future through
its ability to see could even do
those unpopular household
chores.
"More advanced development
could lead to future systems that
would be used in the home for
such basic tasks as picking up
the kids' toys," Grube predicted.
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EDITORIAL
Many students pick up the Thorn and immediately turn to page eight
to be amused by Page 9. While our newspaper has a reputation for being
humorous — even on occasions when it's not deliberate — providing
humor is by no means the major function.
The Thorn is a student run publication whose main function is serving
Ftose students. These services include: covering major news and sports
events on campus, reporting activities of student organizations,
recognizing achievements of student and faculty members, providing a
forum for student opinion (often through humor and columns) and
providing students with scholarship information.
We would like to supplement these services by covering national and
world news events, by increasing our coverage of student activities and
encouraging students to voice their opinion. But, we need you r help!
The Thorn is presently recruiting members to fill such positions as:
copy editors, news columnist, reporters (news, features and sports),
columnists, photographers and a distribution manager.
If you have an interest in any of these positions or would like to dis-
cuss the organization or content of the Thorn with the staff, please at-
tend our meeting Thursday, Dec. 13 — see page four for more details.
The Thorn encourages students, faculty and staff to express their
()pinions in the form of a letter to the editor — whether they're dis-
satisfied or even pleased with any aspect of Ftose-Hulman life, or any
topic
Please write!
We also encourage organizations to submit stories pertaining to their
activities. We hope to increase the quality of these organizations by
covering their events and recognizing those who participated.
Album review
Remember R.E.M.?
Two prevalent sayings in con-
temporary music are "the bigger
the better" and "the better a
band looks, the better it sells." In
other words, the success of
"supergroups" (like Van Halen)
and "fashion groups" (like
Duran Duran) have limited the
groups which the record com-
panies sign on and promote heavi-
ly. This trend has given rise to in-
novative record companies, such
as the International Record Syn-
dicate (I.R.S.), which sign
groups "who want to pursue
creative success without suc-
cumbing to tired, prefabricated
formulas." One of the bands on
this cutting edge is R.E.M.
Four University of Georgia
students formed R.E.M. in 1980.
Although R.E.M. features the
familiar guitar/bass/drums
lineup and their sound resembles
that of the Byrds, an independent
attitude and style characterize
the band — they follow their own
unique and personal vision in-
stead of fashionable trends.
'Music critics have recognized
this, giving R.E.M. and their
first album $1 urin ur the following
awards:
R.E.M.: Best New Artist of
1983, Honing s'ion, Critic's Poll
Iturnuo-: Album of the Year,
Rolling Stone Critic's Poll
%humor: Debut Album of 1983,
Record Magazine Critic's Poll
R.E.M. released its second
album, Reckoning, in April of
1984. Oil Reckoning, the mini-
mal use of overdubs produced
straightforward, honest, heart-
felt songs which effectively
communicate the band's live
sound. The ten songs contain folk
melodies, murky ballads and
rustic love songs. The music, co-
composed by guitarist Peter
Buck, bassist Mike Mills and
drummer Bill Berry, is pleasant,
controlled and spontaneous. The
lyrics, written by lead singer
Brian Stipe, either contain vivid
images to illustrate the song or
relate a down-to-earth saga. A
sample of the lyrics follows:
The smell of sweet short-
haired boy one that offers full of
seed
Taken one symphony now just
become a daddy . . .
Even with the awards, recogni-
tion, and attention from the
critics, R.E.M. still has not
received its deserved share of
radio play in the United States.
R.E.M.'s two albums, one E.P.
(( h Town, 1982), and one
single (Radio Free Europe, 1981),
have achieved success in Europe.
In the United States, only MTV
and select album rock stations
will play R.E.M. Even though
mainstream music ignores
R.E.M. (as it ignores most bands
with musical integrity 1, R.E.M.
will record and release a new
album by April of 1985. Hopefull-
ly, this album will surmount this
resistance from mainstream
music in order to reach and
challenge a substantial number
of American listeners.
— Brian Evans
Movie review
Supergirl not super
In a attempt to give equal time
to women, the makers of
superger/ show that whether it be
a male or female superhero, the
fantasy story built around them
is moronic at best.
The story is typical of a comic
book adventure with an evil
villain attempting to take over
the world and a superhero trying
to stop the villain. In supergiri,
the villain is Selena (Faye
Dunaway), a mad woman bent on
destroying the earth using black
magic and the power from a
sphere that descends from the
sky into the middle of her picnic
lunch. The superhero is of course
Linda Lee/Supergirl, played by
the lovely Helen Slater, who
comes to earth from her home
planet in "inner space" to
retrieve the sphere from Selena
so that her home planet may once
again thrive and prosper.
But, somehow, the whole pic-
ture seems terribly close to its
obvious comic book origins. One
can almost hear the pages turn-
ing, with the plot quickly
twisting in every direction.
.supergirt can't seem to decide if
it wants to be a drama, an adven-
ture. a mystery, a love story or
most likely a comedy, and when
it tries to be all of these, it fails
and appears as corny as a comic
book brought to life. Wallowing
in special defects (and I mean
defects!) Supergirl is about as
sophisticated as hand-shadows of
monsters.
At least the male half of the
population may derive some
small entertainment value from
supprgir/. Based on looks alone,
Helen Slater is a knock-out, es-
pecially as Supergirl. But, from
the acting side, Slater looks like a
wirnp, even as the superhero
Supergirl.
Despite its shallowness and
stupidity, many people will still
go to see superger/ and it will
make some money. It seems that
some people's desires for
ridiculous fantasies will never be
satisfied. I hope that the makers
of Supergirl realize that not
everyone exists in a post-
lobotomy state, and ends the
superhero series here — before
we are all subjected to (oh
horrors!) Supergirl
Starring — Helen Slater, Faye
Dunaway, Mia Farrow
Rated — PG
Showing at Meadows Theater
— Joel Schneider
iTaktr
Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
As if students did not have
enough to worry about here at
Rose-Hulman, we also have to
deal with trivial tickets and
warnings from the Security
Department.
On two separate occasions this
school year I have received
parking tickets for what I
consider to be trivial
"violations." The first violation
was for improper decal
placement. At the time I was
driving a pick-up truck with a
camper shell on it. When I
received my parking decal, I
informed the Security
Department of the problem of
placing the decal in the rear
window. They told me that it
would be acceptable to place the
decal in the front right window.
A short time later, I received a
ticket for Improper Decal
Placement. Although this ticket
was rescinded, it still appears as
a warning on my record, and I
had to spend time in the Security
Office explaining, again, the
nature of my problem.
The second ticket was also for
Improper Decal Placement.
Now I have a different vehicle on
campus and, again, spent time in
the Security Office obtaining a
second parking permit. Before
placing the new decal on my car,
I tried to remove the old parking
sticker. (I already knew that I
could get a ticket for leaving the
old sticker on my car.) After
several minutes of tedious decal
[peeling, I only succeeded in
removing the outer edge of the
old decal. I decided to put the
new sticker on the car so it could
be easily removed next year,
when yet another decal would
have to be placed in the rear
window. Therefore, the new
sticker was placed on the rear
window by removing the backing
on the four corners. Last
weekend I received yet another
ticket for Improper Decal
Placement. I guess that I must
now spend another hour of my
time in the Security Office
solving this problem.
The thing that concerns me
most is that, not only were these
tickets issued for what I consider
trivial "violations," but both
were issued on weekends. I was
under the impression that
anyone could park anywhere on
the weekends. If I had flOt
bothered to spend my time
obtaining the decals, these
tickets would have never come
about. An anonymous vehicle in
the lot at these same times
would never have been given a
second glance. I hope that the
people of Security have better
things to do on the weekends
than "patrol" the parking lots
searching for anyone who might
not have their decal properly
placed. If they must patrol, I
think they could use some
thought before engaging in
haphazard ticketing. Assuming
that it is work study students who.
issue the tickets, I would think
that anyone who got into Rose
could figure out that if the truck
decal had been placed in the rear
window, they would have
been unable to read it. By the
same token, the decal that is
placed on my car by its four
corners is readable, and
therefore fulfills all the purposes
of the parking decal. I hope that
in the future the patrolmen of
Security will use discretion when
issuing parking tickets. Leave
those of us alone who only want a
decent place to park and do not
have the time to spend in the
Security Office sorting out
tickets, and go after the real
criminals of our campus.
Thank you for listening,
Bradley A. Snodgrass
Welcome back from quarter
break. I hope that everyone had
a relaxing and enjoyable
vacation. This quarter promises
to be a busy quarter for student
government.
The last student congress
meeting was held on Tuesday,
Nov. 6. At that meeting, Dale
Schnarr gave a progress report
on a new Rosie costume.
Preliminary drawings are done,
but no price estimates are
available at this time. A copy of
the German Club's new
constitution was distributed to
congress. At a future meeting,
the German Club will request
S.G.A.
News
by Doug Byrer
reapproval and a budget. John
Rhoades gave an update on the
multi-purpose recreational
facility. It will be located behind
Blumberg Hall. An estimate of
the cost will not be available
until later this quarter.
During the meeting, I
informed the congress that this
quarter we would be studying
raising the student activities fee.
In conjunction with that increase
would be a restructuring of class
dues. These topics will be
discussed at the next student
congress meeting.
The next student congress
meeting will be Dec. 11.
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by John Rumberg
The men of Lambda Chi Alpha
would like to thank all who
supported their charity
fundraiser "Run for Those Who
Can't." The 240-mile run was
completed in approximately 25
hours, one of the fastest times in
the last four years. More than
$1,500 was raised for Big
Brother-Big Sister of Vigo
County.
Triangle fraternity recently
won an award from the
American Diabetes Association.
Triangle raised the most money
of any organization in the
Diabetes Association's
Bikeathon. Brothers Loren Cook
and Derrick Ogawa were
honored for their individual
achievements. The chapter
hosted Jake Jakobowski, the
national president, last week.
Mr. Jakobowski met with the
A%
officers to discuss the chapter's
progress.
The Phi Gamma Deltas are
proud to announce that they have
pledged Fred Krick to their
fraternity. Fred is a sophomore
chemistry major from
Walkerton, Ind.
The men of Alpha Tau Omega
took 15 boys from the Boys' Club
to the Rose-Rhodes football
game. The brothers held a
cookout at their house
afterwards.
The pledges of Delta Sigma
Phi have been doing yard work
around Terre Haute for the past
several weeks. The pledges are
also raising money for their
Pledge project.
Do not forget, the second set of
formal rush parties are held
tonight and Sunday.
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library receives classical records, history texts
by Joel Schneider
Two large donations have been
made to the Logan Library — 503
classical records and 150 history
texts.
The records were donated by
Donald and Alice Robinson, the
parents of Dave Robinson. Dave
was a 1973 graduate of Rose
Polytechnic and is currently vice
president of Wesson Paper and
Manufacturing. The 503 separate
LP's are essentially all classics
and include selections from
Mozart, Schubert, Tchaick-
hovsky, Mendelssohn, Chopin,
Brahms, Beethoven, Bach, Han-
del, Hayden, and many others,
according to Ron Reeves, vice
president for development.
John Robson, library director,
was pleased with the record
donation indicating that it "adds
a lot of breadth and depth" to the
present library collection "a 20
percent increase." Robson also
said that the records are in good
condition with most of them
"played once or not at all." He
hopes to get all of them sorted
and catalogued in a year or less.
Robson was also pleased with
the donation of the history books.
According to Dr. William B.
Pickett, professor of history, the
books were donated by Mrs.
Harold E. Redlin of Terre Haute.
Mrs. Redlin is the daughter of
Robert Ahrens, a former social
studies teacher at Wiley High
School, Honey Creek School, and
also Terre Haute South, where
he was chairman of social
studies, and was also responsible
for beginning a world cultures
curriculum for the school.
Ahrens was a great reader who
acquired, over the years, the
collection of history books from
which the donation was made to
the library.
Ruttinger art on display in Union
An exhibit of prints and
airbrush acrylic paintings by
Jacquelyn Ruttinger are on
display until Dec. 20 in the
Hulman Union.
Ruttinger, who is chairperson
of the Art Department at Saint
Mary-of-the-Woods College, has
won numerous awards for her
works which have been included
in more than 40 juried art
exhibitions and numerous
invitationals and group shows
throughout the nation.
Some of her prints have been
shown at the Smithsonian
Institution's National Museum of
American Art, Washington, D.C.
and her prints and paintings have
been exhibited at the Art
Institute of Chicago.
This is only the second time
that she has displayed her works
in Terre Haute. Ruttinger was
presented with a Merit Award
during the 40th Annual Wabash
Valley Exhibition sponsored by
the Sheldon Swope Art Gallery
earlier this year.
Her exhibit at Rose-Hulman
OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
WORLD-SIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN!
JAPAN - EUROPE - AFRICA - AUSTRALIA - THE SOUTH
PACIFIC -SOUTH AMERICA - THE FAR EAST.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS. HIGHER SALARIES AND WAGES!
FREE TRANSPORTATION! GENEROUS VACATIONS!
More than 300,000 Americans Japan, Africa, The South
— not including members of Pacific, The Far East, South
the armed services — are America...nearly every part
now living overseas. These of the free world!
people are engaged in nearly (3). Companies and
everypossible activi- Government agencies
ty...construction, engineer- employing personnel in near-
ing, sales, transportation, ly every occupation, from
secretarial work, accoun- the unskilled laborer to the
ting, manufacturing, oil college trained professional
refining, teaching, nursing, man or woman.
government, etc.-etc. And (4). Firms and organiza-
maby are earning $2,000 to tions engaged in foreign con-
$5,000 per month...or more! struction projects, manufac-
To allow you the op- Luring, mining, oil refining,
portunity to apply for engineering, sales, services,
overseas employment, we teaching, etc., etc.
have researched and compil- (5). How and where to ap-
ed a new and exciting direc- ply for overseas Government
tory on overseas employ- jobs.
ment. Here is just a sample (6). Information about
of what our International summer jobs.
Employment Directory (7). You will receive our
covers. Employment Opportunity
(1). Our International Digest...jam-packed with in-
Employment Directory lists formation about current job
dozens of cruise ship com- opportunities. Special sec-
panies, both on the east and tions features news of
west coast. You will be told overseas construction pro-
what type of positions the jects, executive positions
cruise ship companies hire, and teaching opportunities.
such as deck hands, 90 Day Money
restaurant help, cooks, Back Guarantee
bartenders, just to name a Our International Employ-
few. You will also receive ment Directory is sent to you
several Employment Ap- with this guarantee. If for
plication Forms that you any reason you do not obtain
may send directly to the overseas employment or you
companies you would like to are not satisfied with the job
work for. offers...simply return our
(2). Firms and organiza- Directory within 90 days and
tions employing all types of we'll refund your money pro-
personnel in Australia, mptly...no questions asked.
ORDER FORM
International Employment Directory
131Elma Dr. Dept. T21
Centralia, WA 98531
Please send me a copy of your International Employment
Directory. I understand that I may use this information for 90
days and if I am not satisfied with the results, I may return
your Directory for an immediate refund. On that basis I'm
enclosing 820.00 cash.... check.... or money order.... for your
Directory.
NAME
please print
ADDRESS  APT # 
CITY STATE ZIP
International Employment Directory 1984
will be the first time she has
presented a one-woman show in
Indiana.
In describing her acrylic
paintings, Ruttinger said,
"Irridescent pigments in the
paintings and metallic powers in
the printing inks create visually
reflective surfaces which cause
the spatial relationships to
change when a work is viewed
from a variety of angles."
The exhibit can be seen in the
Hulman Union lobby from 8 a.m.
until 8 p.m.
Bowden gives lecture
A new means to analyze data
that could be used in calculating
the amount of energy required in
high pressure industrial
operations was the subject of a
presentation at a recent meeting
of the Indiana Academy of
Science by a chemical
engineering professor at Rose-
Hulman.
Dr. Warren Bowden discussed
how only slight changes he made
in the Tait Equation, originally
developed almost 100 years ago,
can result in information that is
important to correlating
pressure-density data. The re-
search was a continuation of a
study by Dennis West, a 1984
Rose-Hulman graduate.
"An example of how pressure-
density information is used
would be in the process of
pumping water into a high
pressure power plant boiler,"
Bowden explained.
The research is part of
Bowden's study of high pressure
technology. He says increased
use of crystallization instead of
distillation processes could
lower energy needs in certain
industries.
NEWS BRIEFS
Ramsey becomes Entrepreneur
Charles Ramsey has been
named as Rose-Hulman's new
entrepreneur-in-residence.
Ramsey will be working on
the development of his new
Ram-Z internal combustion
engine.
Ramsey will be working
with Dr. Wayne Sanders and
some of the students on
testing and refining his
improved engine design. He
hopes to market the product
eventually.
Ramsey began work on the
Ram-Z 25 years ago as a high
school project. He has done
his own machine work and
showed a prototype at an
inventor's show in Wash-
ington, D.C.
Rose will provide Ramsey
with laboratory and testing
facilities, as well as
consultation with the faculty.
In return, Rose gains some
economic benefits when the
product is finally placed on
the market.
Ramsey's design uses a
horizontally mounted
cylinder, as opposed to a
piston. Instead of one power
stroke, his engine gets power
on both sideways thrusts. This
results in better fuel
economy, less maintenance
and twice the efficiency.
Rose receives new satellite dish
by Mitch Day
According to Dr. Dave
Voltmer, a television-receive-
only (TVRO) satellite dish
has been donated to Rose-
Hulman by Brazil Cable. The
system, which consists of an
antenna amplifier, a
frequency converter and a
signal formatter, can pick up
12 different satellites
carrying up to 24 channels
each.
Although independent
movie channels and private
channels such as ESPN and
the Playboy Channel can be
picked up, usage of the
system will be reversed for
"educational purposes only,-
stated Voltmer.
Invention Center established
A new Invention Center and
the establishments of an
Adventure and Venture in
Technology Club were
announced by Dr. Sam
Hulbert at a luncheon last
Thursday. Attending the
meeting were more than 200
members of local service
clubs.
Plans for the Invention
Center include bringing as
many as 200 inventors to
campus in the next several
months to explain, test and
demonstrate their inventions.
Rose will try to direct them to
the most promising financial
support, and some may
become entrepreneurs-in-
residence.
The Adventure and Venture
in Technology Club will bring
inventors and investors
together once a month for
presentations. The club was
formed to boost local
investment. "The Wabash
Valley is a great place to live
and raise a family," said
Hulbert. "We want to
stimulate development
because what's good for the
valley is good for Rose."
Two other proposals — a
Center for Applied Optics and
a center to examine radiation
from electronic devices — are
currently being planned.
New organizations are okayed
by Mitch Day
According to Jess Lucas,
dean of student affairs, the
Fencing Club and the Young
Republicans have been
approved as campus
organizations by the Student
Affairs Committee.
Although the Fencing Club
has been active on campus
since last year, official
'approval was not sought until
recently. The Young
Republicans had been
approved several years ago,
but due to the dormancy of
the club since 1980, was
required to be reapproved.
Approval by the Student
Affairs Committee is
required for a club to receive
school funding and to use
campus facilities.
Remodeling Celebration!
One
r Expires 12-23-84 --I FREE
'2.00 off
Tan
Maintenance
Plans
I Trial
I, 10-Minute
1, Tan Session
Expires 12-2344
'15.00 off 1
30-day '-
Tanning HAIRSTYLES
Unlimited Visits 91.00
8•9448105
Expires 12-23-84
HIS 'n HERS Hairstyling World
Minutes from campus - 1440 S. 25th St.
e at rept checks, % isa, Mastercard 232-0631
STYLE CUT
Layer & Fathered
$6.00
Includes Cut
Shampoo & Condttkinws
AMIN Style
--
OPEN Tues.-Sat.
8:30-3311
1 011011/1040\01010
CLASSIFIED:
NEED CASH? Earn $500-plus
each school year, part-time
(flexible) hours each week plac-
ing and filling posters on campus.
Serious workers; we give recom-
mendations. 14300-243-6679.
10\04101%/%0101014i
EARN OVER '1000 A MONTH.
AND OPEN THE DOOR TO A TOP
ENGINEERING FUTURE.
How many corporations would be willing to pay you over $1000 a month during
your junior and senior years just so you'd join the company after graduation?
Under a special Navy program we're doing just that. It's called the Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate-College Program. And under it, you'll not only get
great pay during your junior and senior years, but after graduation you'll receive
a year of valuable graduate-level training that is not available from any other
employer.
If you are a junior or senior majoring in math, engineering or physical sciences,
find out more today. And let your career pay off while still in college.
For more information, call the Naval Management Programs Office at: CALL
TOLL FREE 1-800-382-9782.
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Dodge competition opens
for graduate students
The Dodge division of
Chrysler Corporation is
sponsoring a nationwide mar-
keting competition offering
full-time graduate students an
opportunity to share $10,000 in
scholarships for promoting the
1985 Dodge Daytona.
— The Dodge National
Collegiate Marketing Com-
petition is designed to
further higher education by
bringing the classroom closer to
the real world of marketing...
said John Damoose, General
Marketing Manager-Dodge.
The competition is open to full-
time graduate students in
participating accredited college
or university graduate schools in
the United States. The students
need not be students of
marketing.
Dodge has asked the schools to
select teams of two to five
students to submit proposals for
marketing the 1 985 Dodge
Daytona, a front-wheel-drive
sports car, to college and
university students.
From among all the entries
nation-wide, a panel of judges
will select 20 finalist Project
Teams who will be given up to
$1.000 for expenses and the use of
a Dodge Daytona to execute
their sales promotion concept.
Judges will chose the 20
finalist Project Teams based on
the (1) clarity of the proposal,
(2 ) ability of the promotion to
reach objectives, (3) originality,
(4) ability to attract attention,
(5) ease of execution, (6)
efficient use of budget and (7)
feasibility.
Following the execution of
their promotion, the 20 finalist
Project Teams must submit a
general review and objective
evaluation of their events.
From these evaluations and
reports, a panel of America's top
advertising and marketing
professionals will choose the
winning promotions.
The first place team will share
$5,000 in scholarshp monies;
second place, $3,000, and third
place. $2,600.
Every member of the 20
finalist teams will receive a
Certificate of Merit from Dodge
Marketing.
Honeywell's competition creates
opportunities for college students
Honeywell wants to find out
what college students think the
world will be like in the year 2009
and one local futurist feels the
future can be anything we want
it to be. "However, we cannot
predict; we can only forecast,"
said Earl Joseph, president of
Anticipatory Sciences Inc.
(A.S.I. ). "To predict the future
would be to tell you what will
happen. Forecasting, as a
futurist, would be to tell you
what could happen. It's a study
of what's possible."
Joseph looks at the future
optimistically and feels it's
under the public's control. A.S.I.
is a company that helps
businesses and individuals
realize and create opportunities
for their future. Joseph, a
former staff futurist and
computer scientist at Sperry
Univac, researches the future so
businesses and individuals can
clearly focus their long-range
planning activities.
Joseph thinks Honeywell's
cqptest idea is wonderful. "It
gives students a chance to study
the future and that's important
because the future is where we
are going to live," he said. "By
studying it, students will gain an
idea of what to prepare for and
the types of careers to pursue."
Honeywell's third annual
Futurist Awards Competition
was launched in early October.
The Futurist Awards contest
asks students to look 25 years
into the future and write three
essays of up to 500 words each.
Two of the essays are to be
written about significant
developments in two of the
following areas: computers,
energy, electronic communica-
tions, biomedical technology,
marine systems or aerospace.
In the third essay, entrants
are asked to write about the
social impact of technological
progress.
Joseph advised students,
"Read and read some more.
Interview some experts and
extrapolate recent past trends."
Joseph's forecasts for the year
200'9 include: widespread use of
artificial intelligence, mining
and manufacturing in space,
beginning stages of designing a
super human race using bio-
en g ineering techniques,
vacations in space hotels and a
life expectancy of 150 years.
Honeywell's contest is open to
all full-time undergraduate and
graduate students at any
accredited college in the United
States. This year the number of
winning entries has been
increased from 10 to 30. Each of
the ten first-place essays will
earn $2,000 and an opportunity to
work for Honeywell next
summer. Second-place winners
will each receive $250 and ten
honorable-mention winners will
each receive $100. All contest
entrants will receive a
Honeywell Futurist T-shirt.
Completed essays must be
postmarked no later than Dec.
31, 1984. The essays will be
judged on the basis of feasibility,
clarity, creativity, and legibility.
Winners will be notified by Feb.
1. 1985, and will be flown to
Minneapolis later that month for
the awards ceremonies.
For more contest information.
write Futurist Rules, P.O. Box
2009, 600 South County Road 18,
Minneapolis, MN 55426 or call
toll free 1-800-328-5111, ext. 1523.
In Minnesota call collect (612)
870-2142, ext. 1523.
WANTED:
Willing, reliable students for the Thorn staff — no experience re-
quired.
Positions to be filled include:
COPY EDITORS — spend a few hours with the editors on Monday evenings
editing stories and possibly laying out pages.
NEWS COLUMNIST — write a commentary every other week on major news
events off-campus, statewide, nationwide or
worldwide.
REPORTERS — write news, features and sports.
C OLUMNISTS — there is talent and creativity in our student body. The Thorn
encourages individuals to express their ideas through their
own column. How about writing a column on off-campus
news as described above, reviewing a restaurant, a book, a
television program or simply airing your views on something.
PHOTOGRAPHERS — particularly sports.
DISTRIBUTION MANAGER — responsible for distributing papers to various
locations on campus, after the printers have
dropped the papers at a central campus loca-
tion.
Apply in person at the meeting on Thursday, December 13 - 4:30 p.m. -
P.A. Room. Meeting is for all staff persons interested in joining the staff
and those who would like to comment on the operation and content of
the paper this year.
All students and faculty are invited to attend.
Nat'l. Space Club
gives scholarship
The National Space Club will
award a $5,000 scholarship for
the academic year 1985-1986. The
scholarship is in memory of Dr.
Robert H. Goddard, America's
rocket pioneer. The award is
given to stimulate the interest of
talented students in the oppor-
tunity to advance scientific
knowledge through space
research and exploration. The
1985 Award Winner will be in-
troduced to the nation's leaders
in science, government and in-
dustry at the Goddard Memorial
Dinner to be held March 29, 1985.
The National Space Club will pay
travel and lodging costs so that
the winner will be able to attend
the Dinner.
The terms of the scholarship
are as follows:
1. The applicant must be a U.S.
citizen. in at least the junior year
of an accredited university, and
have the intention of pursuing un-
dergraduate or graduate studies
in science or engineering during
the interval of the scholarship.
2. The selection for the Award
is made by the NSC Committee
on Scholarships on the basis of
the following:
a. Official transcript of college
record;
b. Letters of recommendation
from faculty:
c. Accomplishments demon-
strating personal qualities of
creativity and leadership;
d. Scholastic plans that would
lead to future participation in
some phase of the aerospace
sciences and technology:
e. Proven past research and
participation in space related
science and engineering:
f. Personal need is considered.
but is not controlling.
3. Applicants should apply by
letter and provide the necessary.
data requested in a. b. c. d. e & f
above no later than January 18,
1985 to:
National Space Club/
Goddard Scholarship
665 15th St., N.W.
Third Floor
Washington, DC 20005
Mr. Stephen E. Dwornik is the
Chairman of the Scholarship
Committee.
4. Upon final completion of this
work. the Winner may be asked
to prepare a brief report on a
topic of his selection to be
presented to the National Space
Club.
5. The successful applicant for
the scholarship will be notified on
or before March 1, 1985. Un-
successful applicants will not be
individually notified.
Funds awarded are paid to the
Winner through his university
before the new academic year
begins. The Winner is eligible to
compete for a second year if the
circumstances and his accom-
plishments are warranted.
Consulting Engineers
offers scholarship
Nov. 27, 1984 —Some $2,000
will be awarded in a statewide
scholarship competition for
engineering students interested
in a consulting engineering
career being held by Consulting
Engineers of Indiana.
Consulting Engineers of
Indiana will sponsor the top
students to the national
competition for a $5,000 prize
plus additional scholarship
awards from the American
Consulting Engineers Council
(ACEC), Washington, D.C. Dead-
line for entering the competi-
tion is Feb. 15, 1985.
On the state level students wll
compete for a portion of the
$2,000 award money and the top
award winner on the state level
will have an "expenses paid"
invitation to the CEI Convention
in June. All scholarship winners
will be invited and encouraged to
attend the CE1 Convention
awards luncheon which will be
held in Merrillville. Ind., June 8.
1985.
Applicants must be enrolled in
a college or university
engineering program accredited
by the Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology
(ABET) and seeking a bachelor
of science degree which might
lead to a consulting engineering
career. Students must be
entering their junior, senior or
fifth year (in a five-year
program) in fall 1985 and should
be in the top half of their class.
For further information and
application forms, contact
Peggy Crawford. Scholarship
Program Coordinator, Consult-
ing Engineers of Indiana. 150
W. Market St., Suite 618, Indi-
anapolis, IN 46204 (317) 637-
3563.
Hit 'em where they live
Here's a brand-new guide to all
U.S. women's colleges concentrat-
ing on the "how-to's- of roadtrip-
ping. The latest advice on what to
wear and how to pick up girls. plus
where to hang out and what types
of girls to expect at each school.
Written by two undergraduates
who personally checked out the
majority of the 81 schools covered.
With photos taken by the authors
during the course of their research.
WHERE THE GIRLS ARE TODAY
The College Man's Roadtripper Guide to All Women's Colleges
by SETH RACHLIN and GEORGE VAN HOOMISSEN
Illustrated with photos. Paperbound $5.95,
now at your bookstore, or use coupon to order (Why\ Pi- BINARS
CROWN PUBLISHERS, INC., Dept. 774
34 Engelhard Avenue, Avenel, N.J. 07001
Please send me WHERE THE GIRLS ARE TODAY Enclosed s my check or money order
for S5 95 plus SI 00 postage and handing charge It I wsh I may return the book wIthln 10
days for full refund
Name 
Address 
Crty 
State 
N Y and N J res.dents add sales tax
Lb_
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Drama Club auditions
held/to be held
On Sunday, Dec. 2, and
Wednesday, Dec. 5, the Rose
Drama Club auditioned women
for parts in an upcoming musical
revue/dinner theatre titled
"Grand Opening." The female
cast members list is posted on
the Drama Club bulletin board.
Men's auditions will be held at
6 p.m. Monday, Dec. 10, in the
Moench Hall Auditorium on the
Rose-Hulman campus.
The show, which will be
presented Feb. 9, 1985 is a
collection of opening numbers
from Broadway musicals.
Included in the show are openers
from "Fiddler on the Roof,"
"Cabaret," "Pippen," "Oliver,"
"Annie," "Company," "Guys &
Dolls," "Cats," "Lil' Abner,"
"The Sound of Music," "A
Chorus Line," and many others.
Those auditioning will be
asked to sing, dance and read
some lines. Rose men interested
in auditioning should come
prepared to sing a song of their
own choice. It could be anything
from "Ave Maria" to the "Beer
Barrel Polka," according to
John Rohlfing, director of the
show. An accompanist will be
provided.
For more information about
the auditions, contact the Rose-
Hulman Humanities Depart-
ment, ext. 276.
Candidates invited for
worldwide youth expeditions
Are you between 17 and 24
years old, physically fit,
compatible with others, able to
swim at least 500 yards — and
endowed with a great spirit of
adventure and community
service? If the answer is "yes,"
then Operation Raleigh needs
you.
Operation Raleigh is the
largest international expedition
ever mounted. It has just
launched a recruitment
campaign for 1,500 young
American participants. Four
thousand "Venturers" will be
selected for phases of three
months during the four-year
round-the-world voyage.
"The theme of Operation
Raleigh is science and service,"
said Britain's Prince Charles,
the expedition's patron. "Young
men and women from vastly
different backgrounds will work
together on exciting, worthwhile
projects set up by multinational
teams of experienced explorers
and scientists in unfamiliar
places and often under
conditions of hardship.
"As well as making some
practical contribution to a better
world, they may grow to respect
each others' cultures and
attitudes and thus help to break
some of the barriers of prejudice
and intolerance."
Depending upon which of the
three-month phases they join,
Venturers may dive into the Blue
Holes of Andros in the Bahamas;
install water pumps in Peruvian
villages; climb a mountain in
Tibet with Venturers from the
People's Republic of China or
sail up the Amazon and Orinoco
Rivers.
Some will study wildlife in the
Fjordlands of New Zealand, the
giant lizards in Indonesia and the
flora and fauna in East Africa.
Others will search for the
legendary "Lost City" of Ciudad
Blanca in Honduras or for
Christopher Columbus' sunken
ship "The Pinta" off the Turks
and Caicos Islands; camel trek
across the Australian Gibson
Desert or the Omani Deserts.
And still others will help study
medical, nutritional, hygienic
and ecological problems in some
25 of the lands to be visited over
the four years.
A potential Venturer must be
an English-speaking American
citizen. A certain proportion of
the places have been reserved
for socially-disadvantaged
youths or for those with physical
handicaps.
Applications should be made in
writing to the U.S. Operational
Headquarters of Operation
Raleigh, 109 East Jones Street,
Raleigh, N.C. 27611. A self-
addressed stamped envelope
should be enclosed. The $5,500
participation cost for each
Venturer will be covered by tax-
exempt contributions from
corporations, foundations and
individuals.
Potential Venturers will be
invited to a challenging selection
weekend where they will be
tested for endurance, the ability
to get along with others,
character and special skills.
Those selected will receive
special training for some of the
programs which are led by
experts in exploration, scientific
research, community service
and leadership development.
The first three American
Venturers, selected by special
local committees, are now en
route to America on Operation
Raleigh's flagship, the "Sir
Walter Raleigh." Prior to their
departure from Hull, England,
Tuesday, Nov. 13, they met
Prince Charles who was at the
helm of the 1,600-ton motorized
vessel until it left port.
Jennie Grainger, 22, of
Greensboro, N.C.; Christopher
Bensen, 20, of Raleigh, N.C.:
Lisa Leimoni Paea, 23, of
Honolulu and Seattle and some
20 Venturers from other
countries will participate in
Operation Raleigh's American
promotional program when the
flagship arrives on America's
East Coast next month.
The first port of call — on Dec.
1 — was Morehead City, N.C.
There, the Venturers helped
commemorate the 4 0 Oth
anniversary of Sir Walter
Raleigh's founding of English-
speaking America on nearby
Roanoke Island in 1584.
The flagship will then dock at
New York City's Pier 90 at West
55th Street from December 8
through 11; on December 19 and
20 she will visit the port of
Miami. The "Sir Walter
Raleigh" will serve as the
operational headquarters for
Operation Raleigh as it goes
round the world.
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— ELECTRONIC
7 DISTRIBUTING CO.
"A Pro-Am Electronics Center"
Regular Store Hours:
Mon. thru Fri.-8:30 til 5:30
Saturday-8:30 til 4:00
• Memory Chips • Wire Sockets
• Books • Resistors
• TTL • Tools
• CMOS • Kits
• Capacitors • Bishop Graphics
• Vector Bread Boards
1930 Washington Street
Terre Haute, Indiana 47802
Ph. 812-232-3528
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worth of a masters in business
administration degree may be
evaporating.
Students now working toward
a MBA may not get the kinds of
jobs they want when they
graduate, and some of the
colleges that are granting them
the MBAs may be heading for a
big fall, the • dean of a major
business school warns.
A changing business climate
and a glut of MBA candidates
are the reasons, says Thomas
Keller, dean of Duke University's
Fuqua Business School.
"The business community is
changing its attitudes about the
kinds of jobs for MBAs," Keller
says. The masters degrees, of
course, generally are viewed as ,
good tickets to high-paying,
responsible jobs. "There's a
reduced demand for MBAs and
companies are recruiting at
fewer schools."
In past years, he adds, many
top corporations recruited at up
to 50 schools each year. Now, the
same companies may visit only
eight or ten strong MBA
campuses.
"Certain programs don't get
recruited at all," Keller notes.
"Only strong schools do. As this
continues, opportunities for
students will begin to decline."
"Employers are becoming
more selective about the schools
they recruit frorb," agrees
Charles Hickman of the
American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business.
"They depend on successful past
recruitments and schools that
can prove they have a good MBA
program."
Frequently, he adds, these are
the same schools.
"Those who can't prove their
grads are superior to or at least
MBA's may not be
worth as much now
DURHAM, N.C. (CPS) — The as good as the leading schools
don't get recruited," Hickman
stresses.
And, as unrecruited students
scramble for less-desirable
positions, their schools become
"a bad word that's passed on,"
Keller says.
The "shakeout of business
schools" will weed out programs
created when MBA demand
began to skyrocket nationwide
from 6000 grads in the sixties to a
current 55,000 to 60,000 yearly.
"If there's a fallout of MBA
programs, it's the schools with
no strong programs that will be
affected first," Hickman
contends. "And they're often the
ones without state support or a
substantial endowment."
Keller stresses "historical
hirers are still hiring MBAs,"
but fewer companies offer the
lucrative mid-management
positions business students
anticipate.
Instead, talented grads often
get operating, human resource
and line management positions.
"The standard criticism is
that MBAs are arrogant,
wanting staff instead of line
jobs," Hickman comments.
Nevertheless, a MBA still
offers the best chance for
corporate success, Keller
maintains.
"A MBA from a respected
school is still very valuable," he
says. "Most companies say
'Don't use us as a training
ground.' They're not so inclined
anymore to hire BAs and train
them for two years."
"Despite the ebb and flow of
demand, a MBA will always be a
ticket to mid- and upper-
management positions,"
Hickman agrees. "I expect that
to continue but not necessarily
for everyone who has a MBA "
You can help us
raise the colorectal
cancer cure rate.
"It everyone over 50 had checkups fcg colorectal cancer, the
cure rate could be as high as -75%,- says Dr. LaSalle I). Leffall, Jr.,
past president, American Cancer Society. "Nbu can't cure it if you
don't know you have it.- But if it's detected early, the cure rate
for colorectal cancer is very high. \bur doctor Call perform the
Jigital arid proctoscopic exams, and you take care of the simple
stool blood test at home.
Since men and women are equally affected by this disease, we
urge everyone over 50 to get regular checkups.
The warning signs tOr colorectal cancer are a change in bowel
habits and blood in stool.
People with 'a family history of colon or rectal cancer or
ulcerative colitis are at higher risk and are urged to be doubly
cautious.
Checkup Guidelines for men and women over 50 without
synIptorns.
• digital exam annually
• stool blood test annually
• procto exam every 3 to 5 years alter 2 negative tests 1 year
apart.
No one laces cancer alone.
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY*
•
•
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Thorm Sports
1984-85 BASKETBALL TEAM — First Row, left to right: Assistant Coach Ernie Hisle, Kelly
Land, Brad Kiess, Miles Fletcher, Head Coach John Mutchner. Second row: Manager Brian
Mappes, Curt Wehrley, Marc Ruhling, David Stevens, Brad Bently, Jon Homer, Manager
Bert Stone, Third row: David Plantz, Jeff Wheeler, Doug Underwood, David Urbanek, Jeff
Rea.
Youth to guide Engineers
"This is the year of the child.
With that remark, Engineer
Coach John Mutchner began
practice for the 1984-85 season
with one of his youngest teams in
years. Only two seniors and two
juniors are on the 1984-85 roster.
"We're going for our I lth
straight winning season, but it
won't be easy," Mutchner said.
"We lost six seniors from last
year and in that bunch were all
five starters. With only two
seniors and two juniors on this
year's team, we will be basically
a freshman-sophomore ball
club."
The team's youth has not gone
unnoticed by College Athletic
Conference foes. Last spring,
CAC coaches took a poll, and
Rose-Hulman was voted to finish
next to last in the 1984-85
conference race.
"This bunch will be a good ball
club down the road," Mutchner
predicted. "Whether that will be
Engineers
Rose-Hulman returns to
Engineer country this week after
a two-game road trip on the East
coast. On Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
in Shook Fieldhouse, Rose opens
its home season against
MacMurray College, at pt-esent
2-3. On Monday, the Engineers
host Principia.
The team began its season
with two losses on the road: a
101-77 loss to Worcester
Polytechnic Institute; a 70-65
defeat at New York University.
Saturday's game promises to
be an exciting match, with the
MacMurray Highlanders
late this season or the middle of
next season, I don't know."
"It definitely will be an
interesting year,'' the veteran
coach said. "We've got some
talent, but we're so young and
inexperienced, it's going to take
time to put it together. A lot
depends on team chemistry and
how soon they mature."
The core of the ball club will
be built around Jeff
Rea, a 6-6, forward, David
Plantz, a 6-5 forward, Marc
Ruhling, a 6-5 guard, and Jon
Homer, a 6-3 guard. They played
in a majority of last year's
games when the Engineers went
14-12, and they all pulled starting
assignments at various times.
Also back from last year's
team and expected to be solid
contributors this year are senior
Brad Bentley, a 6-4 forward, and
junior Brad Kiess, a 5-11 point
guard.
Added to that group of
returning lettermen this year
will be two potential centers in
freshmen Doug Underwood, 6-7,
and David Urbanek, 6-6. Both
players carry impressive high
school statistics, and they are
expected to see action early in
the season.
Other team members include:
senior Curt Wehrley, a 6-4
forward; junior Jeff Wheeler, a
6-5 center: sophomore Miles
Fletcher, a 6-0 guard; and
freshman Kelly Land, a 6-0
guard.
Looking to the CAC race,
Mutchner said it looks like a
tossup with Centre College
having to be the favorite with
everybody back from last year's
championship team. There is no
dominant CAC power with all
teams appearing to be strong.
It may be the "year of the
child" for Rose-Hulman
basketball, but it looks as if the
team will be growing up fast.
open home season
returning three starters from
their last year's second place
team of the Prairie College
Conference.
Although the Principia Indians
finished sixth in the College
Athletic Conference last year,
they are no longer members of
the CAC. The Indians return two
starters and 10 lettermen from
last year.
These games begin a string of
four games at home. According
to Coach John Mutchner, the
team is looking forward to being
at home and having a regular
practice schedule. "Prior to the
East coast trip, we had trouble
having a full team at practice
because of injuries, final
examinations and a death in one
player's family," said Mutchner.
"We still have a lot of maturing
to do, and areas needing
improvement include defense,
concentration, and learning to
play together," said Coach
Mutchner. The long home stay
will certainly help. "If we can
get a couple of wins under our
belt, it will give our team
confidence and we can go from
there," said Coach Mutchner.
iiisimmummoismoommismolimmismimmii
II 84-85 Home Basketball Schedule I
Sat., Dec. 8 MACMURRAY
Mon., Dec. 10 PRINCIPIA
Fri. & Sat., ROSE-HULMAN INVITATIONAL (Franklin, Taylor
Dec. 14 & 15 Kalamazoo & Rose-Hulman)
Wed., Jan. 9 GREENVILLE
Sat., Jan. 12 FLSK
Sat., Jan. 19 CENTRE
Tues., Jan. 22 WASHINGTON U.
Tues., Jan. 29 DEPAUW
Tues., Feb. 5 EARLHAM
Thurs., Feb. 7 WABASH
Sat., Feb. 9 SEWANEE
Sat., Feb. 16 RHODES
All home games at 7:30 p.m.limmmuimmumommummmummillommil
Athletes honored
at fall banquet
Rose-Hulman honored its
football, cross country and
soccer athletes Tuesday evening
at the school's annual Fall Sports
Banauet
Head Football Coach Bob
Thompson. whose team captured
second place in the College
Athletic Conference, handed out
52 varsity letters and five special
awards.
Senior linebacker Jack Grote
was selected as the team's Most
Valuable Player. The three-year
all-College Athletic Conference
standout led the Engineer
defense this year with 110
tackles. He also served as co-
captain and received a Captain's
Award.
The Unsung Hero Award went
to senior defensive back Mike
Cain. This award is given
annually to the player who is a
factor in the team's success but
receives little recognition. Cain
worked consistently at a backup
defensive spot while serving as
the lea,;2r of the Engineer
specialty teams.
Senior defensive back Earl
Wiggins received the Ability,
Character and Leadership
Award, also known as the
Coaches' Award. He had 47
tackles, three interceptions, and
six pass breakups. He also was
the team's number-two punt
returner.
Tabbed for this year's
Outstanding Freshman Award
was Doug Ankney.
Other Captain's Awards went
to senior center Tony Moshak
and to senior quarterback
Duncan Gilmore. Moshak
anchored the offensive line and
was named to the all-CAC team
tor the second consecutive year.
Gilmore was this year's starting
quarterback.
Football lettermen for the
Engineers included 20 seniors, 12
juniors, 15 sophomores and five
freshmen.
Cross country coach Bill
Welch presented five special
awards and 20 letters to
members of his squad. which
captured the College Athletic
Conference championship this
year.
Selected for the Most
Outstanding Runner Award was
sophomore Roger Hruskovich.
Hruskovich also took home the
High Point Trophy and the Most
Promising Underclassman
Award.
The Most Improved Runner
Award went to senior Gene
LeBoeuf. He finished second in
total team points. This year's
Captain Award went to senior
Bryan Millard.
Also at the banquet, Welch
announced the following runners
were named to the all-CAC
team: Hruskovich; LeBoeuf
Millard; senior Kyle Hayes and
sophomore Dean Kunz.
Cross country lettermen for
Rose-Hulman included six
seniors, one junior, seven
sophomores and six freshmen.
Soccer lettermen for Rose-
Hulman included three seniors,
four juniors, five sophomores
and five freshmen.
Head Coach Jim Rendel
presented the Most Valuable
Player Award to junior halfback
Rich Correll. Correll was the
team's number-two point getter
with four goals and four assists.
The High Scorer Award went
to sophomore forward Mike
Radomsky. He kicked seven
goals.
The winner of Best First Year
Man Award was freshman
halfback Andre Brousseau. Paul
Everline received the Most
Improved Player Award.
Three players were selected to
the all-Illinois-Indiana Collegiate
Soccer Conference team:
Correll: sophomore forward
goalie Paul Price and senior
halfback Scott Tradup.
The Engineer soccer team
improved its record over last
season with a 7-9 record. The
squad finished fourth in the CAC
and sixth in the IICSC.
Rose grabs CAC lead
Upon the completion of the fall
sports season, Rose-Hulman was
leading the race for the College
Athletic Conference President's
Trophy.
The trophy, a locomotive bell
donated by the Norfolk and
Western Railroad, is symbolic of
the overall conference
championship, and it travels
eachyear to the school with the
best finish in the overall
competition.
Sports that count toward the
all-conference title are football,
basketball, tennis, track and
field, baseball, cross country,
soccer and golf.
The Engineers moved into the
trophy race lead by virtue of a
first-place conference finish in
cross country, a second in
football and a fourth in soccer.
Following Rose-Hulman in the
trophy standings are: Earlham
College, second; Rhodes
College, third; Centre College,
fourth; University of the South,
fifth; and Fisk University, sixth.
Last year, the Engineers
finished second in the overall
conference race behind Centre
College.
POINT STANDINGS
FOR CAC PRESIDENT'S TROPHY
TEAM CC SC F B
Rose-Hulman 30 15 25
Earlham 15 30 20
Rhodes 25 25 15
Centre 10 10 30
U. of South 20 20 10
Fisk 5 -
TOT
70
65
65
50
50
5
rimmimummoimmmmmmmoimmomil
II
il 84-85 Home Wrestling Schedule II
i.11 Wed., Jan. 9
• 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI ( ROLLA) & i
•
II INDIANA CENTRAL UNIVERSITY I
LI Wed., Jan. 16 WABASH COLLEGE I
• I
i Fri., Feb. 1 SEWANEE & WASHINGTON U. 111,,,, Wed., Feb. 6 DEPAUW UNIVERSITY I
• IIII Tues., Feb. 12 ANDERSON COLLEGE I
IINNIMMIIIIIIIIMM=MIIIIIMM UM!
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Six named to all-conference team
Six Rose-Hulman football
players have been named to the
1984 all-College Athletic
Conference football team. In
addition. five Engineers
received honorable mention on
the all-league squad.
Named to the team are: Jack
Grote, Keith McConnell, Phil
Meiss, Tony Moshak, Joe Rauch
and Roger VanDerSnick.
An academic all-American in
1983, Grote was co-captain this
year for the second season in a
row. He led the team in total
tackles with 110. and he had one
quarterback sack to his credit.
This year marks his third
consecutive selection to the all-
CAC squad.
This is the second consecutive
season for McConnell on the all-
conference team. He was second
on the team tackle chart with 99.
He also sacked opponent
quarterbacks a total of 10 times
for a loss of 78 yards.
Meiss led the Engineers in
interceptions with seven and in
pass breakups with eight. He
also finished the season rated
second in the conference in
interceptions. In addition to
hampering the opposition air
games, he made 48 tackles.
Noted for his quickness,
Moshak is spending his third
straight season as a member of
the all-league team. He also was
an Engineer co-captain this
year.
An honorable mention all-
conference player last year,
Rauch joins the all-CAC team
with 39 tackles on the season. In
addition to his work in the
defensive backfield. Rauch was
a top punt return man who was
ranked eighth in the NCAA
Division III national statistics.
VanDerSnick had 42 tackles
this season along with eight
quarterback sacks. He also
broke up three passes.
Engineers receiving honorable
mention to the all-CAC team
are: senior Greg Ottinger, junior
Ed Sahli, sophomore Grant
Sharp, senior Earl Wiggins, and
junior Vern VanNostran.
The selections were made by
the conference coaches during
the meeting in Nashville, Tenn.,
earlier this week. CAC schools
participating in football this year
were Rose-Hulman, Centre
College, Rhodes College,
University of the South and
Earlham College.
Coach McGrath counts on good blend
The Rose-Hulman wrestling
team will have a good mix of
veterans and new prospects this
season.
"With some good returning
veterans and several new
prospects, we should be in
contention in all of our dual
meets this season," said Head
Coach Dan McGrath, who is
beginning his seventh year with
the Engineer wrestling program.
"We will have 12 duals and
seven tournaments this year."
McGrath said. "That is a great
opportunity for our wrestlers to
prove themselves against a
variety of Midwest small-college
wrestling teams."
Coffeehouse
RS
d>rids.p S
Live Entertainment!
no cover
Saturday 9 p.m.-11 p.m.
United Ministries Center
321 N. Seventh
Although McGrath is
expecting many members of his
squad to finish high in
tournament action, he foresees
some difficulty in capturing any
tourney titles.
Among Rose-Hulman's top
returnees is senior Tony
Moshak, a three-year starter at
heavyweight. Last year. he went
13-9 on the season and finished
second in five tournaments. He
will wrestle in the 190-pound
weight class this year.
Also back is Wes Davis, a
sophomore who competes in the
142-pound weight class. A state
finalist while at Goshen High
School. he was 15-3 last year. He
Students
all tans $2.50
It 2 n
unum
1400 WABASH
232-4433
returns after missing 10 matches
with an injury to his back
muscles.
Improvement should be seen in
Darin Bluhm, a sophomore who
is listed at the 134-pound class
this year. "He went 11-12 last
year, and he should have more
success this year thanks to
increased weightlifting during
the off-season," McGrath said.
One of the newcomers
expected to press for a starting
position is freshman Tom Ru-
dolph who is listed at the 142-
pound weight class. He was an
Indiana state finalist last year,
and he won more than 100
matches during his prep career.
Hair Care Center
820 N. 15th (I5th & [must)
HOLIDAY SPECIALS
Men's haircut $4.00
Styled $8.00
Women's feathered
cut $6.00
I 1 through Jan. 31.1985
I Inr•tt Fur,tial,-Saturtlay
Appointments: 235-5187
ask for David
If you've majored in
Chemical Engineers
You should know more about
the career opportunities at
National Starch and Chemical Corporation. . .
a company comprised of people
working to meet the needs of people.
We're National Starch and Chemical Corporation, international in scope and
a leading manufacturer of over 2,000 technically advanced products. Paper, food.
packaging, textiles, cosmetics, disposables, bookbinding, automotive and ap-
pliances, pharmaceuticals, water treatment and woodworking — are all impor-
tant industries that utilize our products, many of which probably touch your life
in some way every day. Most impressive is our record of uninterrupted
growth. . . we've enjoyed an increase in sales for the 33rd consecutive year.
It has taken the combined efforts of a highly motivated, forward thinking, talented
group of professionals that have brought us to the forefront of our industry. It
will take similar minded people to lead us into the future. If you set high goals
and achieve them and have a solid academic background, you should know
more about us and we about you.
Please visit our Representative on
December 5, 1984
If unable to attend please send your resume to
Carol Dedrick, College Relations Manager
National Starch and Chemical Corporation
REPEAT PERFORMANCE — Three Engineer repeaters
on the 1984 All-College Athletic Conference football team
are, from left, center Tony Moshak, linebacker Jack Grote,
and noseguard Keith McConnell, all seniors. They are con-
ferring with Head Coach Bob Thompson. This year marked
the third time on the all-league for Grote and Moshak and
the second time for McConnell.
.• •
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Upcoming
Area Entertainment
(December 7, 1984 to January 15, 1985)
COLLEGIATE EVENTS
FINE ARTS
December 9 — Chinese Magic Revue of Taiwan, acrobatics,
4 p.m. © Shook fieldhouse, student, faculty,
staff tickets - $2 each.
January 15 — Harolyn Blackwell, soprano recital, 7:30 p.m.
(6.) Moench Hall Auditorium, Rose students,
faculty and staff - free.
RHA MOVIES
December 14. 16
January 11. 13
— Iron. S1 - on-campus students, $1.25 -
off-campus, ladies free.
— Pink Floyd-The Wall. same prices as
above.
ROSE SAB
January 12 — Jazz Duo
SEMINARS
December 13 — "Introduction to VAXNMS," 7-9 p.m., GM
Room (B-119)
December 18 — "Introduction to the EDT Text Editor,- 7
p.m., G-222.
GENERAL
December 10 — Men's auditions for
t h e musical
revue/dinner theater
"Grand Openings,"
6 p.m., Moench Au-
ditorium-Be prepar-
ed to sing a solo,
dance and read
lines.
COMMUNITY EVENTS
COMMUNITY THEATRE
December 14-15 — Film: "Diva," French (1982).
SHELDON SWOPE ART GALLERY
December 1-31 — Byron Browne: Classical Figure, 1930-
1961, 25 S. 7th St., 238-1676.
December 16 — Feature film - Ligmar Bergman's "Wild
Strawberries," 2 p.m., 25 S. 7th St., 238-
1676.
GENERAL
December 1-31 — Christmas at the
Museum, 1411 S.
6th, 235-9717.
December 9 — Terre Haute Chorale Society Concert - 3
p.m., Tilson Music Hall, ISU.
December 13-14 — Christmas Walk, Fowler Park, for infor-
mation call K. Ruble - 238-8391.
Finderne Avenue, Bridgewater, New Jersey 08807
An Affirmative Action Employer M/F
• ****** • *********** • • * • * • 4. 41 • • 4. * *
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Contest Results
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Well, the entries are in (in their usual sparclty) and the staff has chosen the winners
of the "You know you've been in Terre Haute/at Rose-Hulman too long when ..." con-
test.
First Prize: Mark Leonard,
"You know you've been in Terre Haute too
long when Janet can carry on a better con-
versation than your last date."
Thanks to everyone who submitted en-
irie, The Thorn has graciously (and
perhaps foolishly, allowed Page 9
Productions to print some of the other
entries that didn't become prize
winners .
I.ane Jensen:
You know you've been at Rose-Hulman
too long when .
you discover that you could own your
own Xerox machine for all the
money you've pumped into '•rox-
ing" homework.
you find yourself studying on a Satur-
day night.
you forget what real food tastes like.
you start treating your professors
like real people
vou start putting your box number on
your letters to mom ( editorial
comment: Lane, you're a junior
and you still write home to
mom?,
Campus
NewsNotes
EDUCATION SECRETARY
TERREL BELL IS THE FIRST
TO LEAVE IN 2ND TERM
Bell, a former commissioer of
higher ed in Utah who assumed
leadership of the U.S. Dept. of
Education in 1980 with the intent
to dismantle it, has quit to
become a University of Utah
professor, a departrnent source
says.
First rumor about Bells
successor: controversial, conser-
vative Boston U. President John
Silber.
VAST MAJORITY OF HIGH
SCHOOL GRADS GO ON TO
COLLEGE
Sixty-three percent of 1980's
high school grads were attending
some kind of college a year and a
half later, the National Center
for Education Statistics INCES)
says.
As part of its ongoing "High
School and Beyond" study, the
NCES also found Asian -
American students are the most
likely to go on to college, follow-
ed by whites, blacks, Hispanics
and American Indians.
RIVERSIDE CITY COLLEGE
DISSOLVES ITS STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
Citing an "embarrassing lack of
student interest," the California
college's trustees have decided
to junk the student government.
Texas and Georgia briefly dis
solved their student governments
in 1980, but only by a student
vote. Bot.h schools have installed
new governments.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS' FAM-
OUS HALLOWEEN PARTY
LEADS TO 228 ARRESTS
Carbondale police arrest 228 in
trying to enforce new drinking
rules during the traditional out-
door student party.
PITT CHEERLEADERS SAY
WEIGHT RULES ARE UN-
FAIR
The cheerleaders and another
spirit group, The Golden Girls,
are angry about weekly weigh-
ins. The Pitt News reports.
If they weigh too much. they
can't cheer at that week's game.
They say it's unfair because
male cheerleaders have no
weight limits.
"They say that's how a guy can
lift us." one told the paper. "But
they don't stop a guy from cheer-
ing if he can't lift.••
NOTES FROM ALL OVER:
While on a dig near Fort Riley,
Kansas State archeology
students found a human fetus
preserved in a bottle for more
than 100 years.
Second Prize: Harlan Appleget,
"You know you've been in Terre Haute too
long when you park along Wabash for Friday
night excitement."
you start putting a date on your love
letters
vou start taking these Page n -.1 con-
tests seriously. (editorial com-
ment: You said it, we didn1.1
you start to miss your younger sister
(brother )
you consider two hours a full night's
sleep.
you find yourself getting more sleep
in class than out
Pete Softer:
You know you've been at Rose-Hulman
too long when .
Rosie seems like a sister to you.
you refer to your dorm room as
"Home " (also submitted by
Doug Sraili
the Rose screw cannot penetrate any
further.
you reminisce about the good times
you and your best friend Herman
had during your freshman Year
you still think of the Templeton
building as the Student Center.
(editorial comment: Perhaps
you've been here too long. Pete.
None of the editorial staff re-
members. And we're seniors!)
You know you've been in Terre Haute
too long when . . .
the highlight of an evening on the
town is being railroaded.
. you look forward to Monday morning
so that the weekend is finally
over.
Loren Cook:
You know you've been in Terre Haute
too long when . .
y011 ve forgotten what a windy spring
day should smell like.
Mark Leonard:
N'ou know you've been at Rose-Hulman
You're on the bridge of a 200-
million-dollar Navy destroyer
ploughing through the choppy
waters of the South China Sea.
Third Prize: Doug Srail,
"You know you've been at Rose-Hulman too
long when sex becomes an engineering
problem."
too long when . .
you start looking forward to dinner
Harlen Appleget:
You know you've been at Rose-Hulrnan
too long when . .
. you start considering going to RHIT
grad school.
wallowing in the pond is akin to real
swimming.
you trust the school nurse.
You know you've been in Terre Haute
too long when .
it no longer smells bad.
you consider working in Terre Haute
Doug Srail:
N'ou know you've been in Terre Haute
too long when . .
you get there.
. you pronounce it correctly.
you say. -Hey. this ain't so bad!"
you start looking for a good fishing
spot in the Wabash.
You know you've been at Rose-Hulman
too long when
you get more excited over an HP
4ICX than this month's
•'Playboy
you look forward to hearing one of
Dr Hulbert's stories (editorial
comment: You mean there are
people w ho don't I.k forward to
Dr. Hulbert's stories? We're
shocked!I
the word '•screw" is generally
thought of as a noun.
you're so starved for excitement that
you write to a contest you saw in
the school paper (editorial com-
ment: I beg your pardon:
If any of our readers feel that they
could have submitted better. just keep
one thing in mind You didn't
_ „,-.-_,_=_ _
most corporations will ever and pay raises. -
give you at 22. There's morwAttlear- -_-____ win the „ __-___
The revrards are greater, too, i _---- -ljavyntilbennyourself _
With a great starting salary of . - career that can last a ' - .
And you're in charge. - $17,700. A cumprehensive packag0 feVetivEtOntirYou --
You're ready for the responsibil- of benefits. And an increase up the start when you _
ity because you're a Navy Officer. to as much as $31,000 after four Navc--.-- IttrNav-y 114kr _7,, _
With more authority than years with regular promotions - - CALL 80042741AVT. .
___
